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COMMON MISTAKES IN

Facebook
CONTESTS AND PROMOTIONS

Posted by Cool-Tabs.com

# 1 Error
RUNNING A CONTEST ON A
FACEBOOK WALL
The wall is meant to serve as a channel of contact
with fans and to strengthen brand communications
(launching new products, promotions and discounts;
interacting and communicating with fans, etc.).
However, a direct action on the wall shall never be
used as part of the competition's procedure. Wall
posts as the following shall be avoided:
Click on "like" to win
Share this picture and win
Comment on this contribution to win
…………………..….
Although you may feel tempted to run a contest of the
kind, given how easy it is, Facebook rules about this
issue are clear: If you want to run competitions and
promos, you have to use external applications
specially designed to do it.

# 2 Error
Not providing users with clear
instructions on how to participate

It's important that even the promotion design show clear information about the contest (whether
it's a photography, video or writing competition; if participants need to bring friends to the
promotion, etc). However, if we want to avoid ambiguities, we should include clear rules and
instructions for the contest in the section specially designed to it.

# 3 Error
Giving a prize straight away to
the user with the most votes

If the winner is selected through other users' voting, we
recommend that you don't select it straight away.
Instead, you can select the N participants with the
highest score or those exceeding a number of votes, and
then organise a draw from among the participants to
select the final winner (before a notary). It's important
that the application you use to create your promotion
feature fraud control mechanisms. But, in any case, not
giving a prize straight away will discourage bad
practices, such as fraudulent votes from multiple
accounts, fake profiles or vote exchange groups

OOPS!

# 4 Error
Giving away prizes that are not
related to your business

The best prizes are those which are connected with the business you run. A common tactic among companies is
to give away very appealing prizes, such as iPads. Even though these kinds of products may indeed attract users,
it's far more effective to give away a prize related to the products or services you actually want to promote. Don't
forget that the ultimate goal of any marketing campaign is to increase the sales of your products, why would you
offer other companies' products instead of promoting your own stuff?

# 5 Error
Not promoting
your contest

When it comes to selecting an application to run your
Facebook contest, it's important to choose an application
that allows you to use the Facebook viralisation options. This
will help participants to easily spread the word of the contest
using this social network (invite friends to take part in the
promo, share on the wall, enable "like", etc).

Don't forget to make the most of all the synergies offered by other social networking services. Do not simply post
the contest on your Facebook wall. Instead, use all the communication channels you share with your fans.
Twitter, pinterest, linkedin, newsletters, and even your own website , are just some examples of communication
channels you can use to maximise the impact of your competition.
Investing in Facebook Ads is also a very good strategy to increase the visibility of your promotion. It's also a good
idea to inform bloggers of your contests, invite them to participate, and make the most of your networking
opportunities. If you get to catch their interest, them themselves will spread the word like wildfire.
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